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Abstract: The reflections inside the elliptical lens
of a typical millimetre wave antenna are
investigated. In particular, it is seen that these
reflections may significantly affect the input
impedance of a radiating element which is located
at the lens focus, owing to the presence there of a
point caustic of doubly reflected rays. The
presence of a caustic prevents the field prediction
inside the lens by a direct application of
geometrical optics. Consequently, the field inside
the lens is calculated by means of the physical
optics currents associated with singly and doubly
reflected rays.

1

Introduction

Planar radiating elements covered by dielectric lenses
have the potentiality to be used as antennas for millimetre and submillimetre wave receivers [1-5]. The wide
attention they have been receiving recently is due to
their capability to be integrated with electronic components such as detecting diodes, local oscillators and
mixers. Furthermore, they provide a good efficiency
with respect to other millimetre wave antennas printed
on homogeneous substrates, essentially because they do
not suffer from loss of power in guided modes. The
elliptical shape of the lens gives high focusing properties provided that its eccentricity is properly related to
its dielectric constant. On the other hand the lens interface gives rise to reflections inside the lens, that may
significantly affect the input impedance and the radiation properties. This aspect, which has not been properly investigated in the literature, is a critical point in
the overall design of lens antennas, and it is the main
topic of this paper. The geometrical properties of the
lens itself are such that all the doubly reflected rays
launched by a focal source return at the original focus.
This means that a poini: caustic of doubly reflected rays
occurs exactly where the primary feed source is located.
In order to limit these reflections, a quarter wavelength
matching layer can be used [5]. However, in practice
the manufacturing of a. matching layer is not straightforward. Furthermore, the availability of CAD tools
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for predicting accurately the input impedance of the
antenna (including multiple reflections effects) is particularly important owing to the limited tuning possibilities intrinsic with integrated technology.
2

Ray description

The geometry of the antenna is shown in Fig. 1. A resonating slot antenna on a ground plane is located at
the lower focus of a dielectric elliptical lens with permittivity F , ~ . A rectangular reference system (x,y , z ) is
introduced, with the origin at the lower focus, the z
axis normal to the ground plane, and the x axis parallel
to the slot. The lens has its major semiaxis along z and
it is rotationally symmetric. An infinite dielectric
medium with constant E , ~is supposed to be below the
ground plane. For the sake of simplicity, the slot can
be thought of as fed by an impressed voltage at its centre. When the eccentricity e of the ellipse is related to
the lens dielectric constant by e = l / d q all the rays outgoing from the focal source that impinge on the lens
interface above the section BB’ (Fig. l), are refracted in
the z direction [l]. This constructs on a plane z =
coast., an aperture which is illuminated by in phase
ray-field contributions, thus providing high directivity
in the z direction. The primary rays incident exactly at
the section BB’ are associated with critical angles of
incidence. The primary rays that impinge below BB’
are not refracted in the z direction and give rise to a
nonfocused radiation that creates spillover of power.
radiating aperture

slot
region 2

1

Fi .I Geometry of the lens untennu und ray construction ofthe aperture
fie8

Let us consider now the reflection inside the lens
(Fig. 2a). The rays emanating from the point source F1,
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after reflecting at the interface, pass through the upper
focus F2 of the ellipse, which is a point caustic of singly
reflected rays. After that the rays undergo another
reflection at the lens interface and then return to the
original focus. This focus, where the source is located,
is then a point caustic of doubly reflected rays. For the
present grounded geometry, not all the rays return at
the original source after two reflections. Indeed, rays
launched by the source inside the solid angle Q subtended by the surface A, (Fig. 2b), have the second
reflection on the ground plane. After this, the rays are
not focused at F,, but have multiple reflections that
provide an incoherent superposition of field contributions at the focal point. Consequently the contribution
of these rays can be neglected in calculating the input
impedance of the slot. To predict the field at F, one
cannot directly apply geometrical optics (GO) due to
the occurrence of the point caustic. On the other hand,
the GO can be used to define physical optics (PO) currents of the first and second reflection, as is done in the
following Section.

a

b

Fig.2 Reflection mechanisms inside the lens

(a) Paths of the rays doubly reflected on the lens surface and shadow angle (a)
(b) Multiple reflections of rays launched inside the shadow angle

3

PO currents at the lens surface

By applying the equivalence principle, the slot is substituted by a metallic plug with two magnetic current distributions 2 6 ( x ,y ) below and above the ground plane,
which have the same amplitude but opposite sign to
ensure continuity of the tangential electric field component across the slot; this allows one to divide the space
into two regions in which the field can be calculated
separately. In the following we will focus on prediction
of the field in the upper region (region 1 in Fig. 1).

point P on A are defined by means of the total tangential field. As depicted in Fig. 3 the region external to A
is filled with the same dielectric as that of the lens, so
that the radiation of these currents can be obtained by
using the Green's function of a homogeneous medium.

3.7 Currents associated with singly reflected
rays
Owing to the large radius of curvature of the lens in
terms of wavelength, the current distributions can be
estimated by the PO approximation
fP0'

-

?PO'
znc

= fi x

+ J+PO'
ref
gznc

+ fi x

p . &,c

(1)

where
@) is the field incident from the source,
and ye,hare the pertinent reflection dyadics of the lensair interface. For continuity of the tangential field components, the same currents, but with opposite signs,
predict the field outside the lens when radiating in a
grounded free-space.
In eqns. 1 and 2, two contributions have been
defined that are associated to the incident and to the
reflected field. The current associated with the incident
field provides exactly a zero field inside the lens when
integrated on the surface A. To demonstrate this statement, let us suppose that the source A radiates in a
homogeneous medium with dielectric constant E , ~ . Furthermore, apply the equivalence principle to the same
surface A as before, but with reverse normal. In such a
case, the elect_ric and magnetic currents defined on it
are exactly ( - J $ y , -d$f'),
where the minus sign is due
to the change in direction of the normal. These currents, radiating in the homogeneous medium, provide
by definition the incident field of the source outside A
and a zero field inside A ; thus, demonstrating the assertion, apart from an insignificant change of sign. Consequently, in order to calsulate :he field inside the lens,
only the contribution (JT$, MT$) has to be retained
in eqn. 2. Obviously, to predict the field outside the
lens, both contributions in eqn. 2 must be considered.

3.2 Currents associated with doubly
reflected rays
The ordinary PO method described above does not
account for multiple reflections inside the lens, which
provide currents on A whose radiating contributions
could combine constructively inside the lens. In calculating the far field pattern, neglecting these contributions causes negligible errors since the currents relevant
to multiple reflections provide incoherent field contributions. When the analysis is oriented to calculate the
impedance of the antenna, the PO currents associated
to the rays depicted in Fig. 2a must be accounted for;

this leads to a further PO contribution defined as
JfPO,,

Fig.3 Equivalent currents at the lens intevface
GPO"

Let us first focus on the field inside the lens. By
applying the equivalence principle to the surface A of
the lens,+with normal A d_efined toward the dielectric,
electric J and magnetic A4 equivalent currents at each
244
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which ( z r e f , 8 r e f ) is the field of each singly reflected ray
calculated at a point P of the surface A and U, = 1 for
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P E A - A , and U, = 10 for P E A,. Following the ray
description depicted in+Fig. :a, for P inside A , (see
Fig. 2), the currents (.Ipo", Mpo") are assumed to be
zero.
Owing to the geomeiry of the lens, ray tracing does
not require any minimisation of a distance function, so
that the resulting algorithm is very efficie9. Inteed, the
specular point from which the ray-field (Pf,
Href>at a
given P arises, is found by the intersection of the lens
surface with a straight line passing from P to F,.
For the same reasons as that discussed in Section 3.1,
is
the radiation integral of the currents (I"", 2;:")
asymptotically zero inside the lens, and should be
accounLed fo: only in the external region. Indeed, the
field (Eref, HYef)by which they are defined, can be
regarded as that produced by a point source concentrated in the upper focus. Unlike the previous case
(eqns. l+and 2), the field radiated inside the lens by
(j:?, M i ? ) vanishes only asymptotically and not
exactly, since a first (39 approximation has already
been made in defining ( Eref, Hrej).
Finally, to predict the field scattered by the interface
in the region inside the lens, the equivalent currents on
A (Fig. 3) are asymptotically approximated as

namely, by the PO currents associated with the singly
and doubly reflected rays, respectively. It should be
stressed that eqns. 5 and 6 can be used only to predict
the field inside the lens.

and the second on the right side of the lens (as depicted
in the picture). The two points C,' and Crttat the end
points of the minor semiaxis are illuminated under critical angle by the incident or reflected rays, respectively.
For this critical angle, the maximum amplitude of_both
rlI(P')and rll(P") occurs, so that Id;$ and lM!$'l
have a maximum at C,' and Cr", respectively. Furthermore, lM$$" has also a maximum at P" = C", that is
illuminated by the ray coming from Po' = C,.' (maximum of rll(Pof)).
In the E-plane, two points B,,' and BV2' occur in
which the incident ray impinges on the lens surface
with Brewster angle. Consequently, l&FgI exhibits
nulls at Byl' and Br2'.By straightforward algebra it can
be demonstrated that the condition e = lids, ensures
that Brl" and Br2" are located at the same z level of the
two foci F, and F2, respectively. The current distribuvanishes at the points P" = Brl" and P" =
tion l&f$"I
Br2", where the singly reflected rays impinge again
under Brewsfer angle on the profile on the right. Furthermore, lMT$" vanishes at the points P I f = D1" and
P" = D2"; indeed, these points are illuminated by the
zero-amplitude rays that arise from Po' = Byl and Po' =
Br2.The geometrical properties ensure that D2" is coincident with Br2"and D,"located at the boundary of the
shadow region AQ (Fig. 2b).
The mechanisms described above produce in general
the same profile of currents in the E-plane. In particular, the presence of the Brewster points provides a
change of sign in rll(P').On the contrary, owing to the
)
exhibits a
coincidence of D2" with Br2",r ~ ~ ( P xo 'rlI(P")
double-zero there with the consequence that it does_not
change sign over the entire angular range where Mf$
has to be integrated. As will be shown next, this difference produces a different behaviour of the PO field
contributions relevant to singly and doubly reflected
rays close to the caustic points.
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Fig. 5 Amplitude of dflerent magnetic field contributions on the lens

4

Brewster angles and near-caustic fields

Some general consideration may be given to the amplitude of the current contributions relevant to singly and
doubly reflected rays. For the sake of simplicity we
in
refer to the magnetic component lA4;ql and $I;'
the E-plane of the lens. At a given point P' on the lens
surface, l&f!$l is proportional to the reflection coeffcient for parallel polari,sation rll(pl),and Id;$''at P"
is proportional to rll(Po')x rll(Pf'), where Po' is the
specular point from which the reflected ray impinging
at P" comes. In Fig. 4 the lens and some peculiar doubly reflected rays are depicted; also, the two curves
rll(P') and rll(Po')x rIl(P'') are depicted on the profile
of the lens. For the sake of simplicity, the first reflection is supposed to occur on the left side of the lens
IEE Proc.-Microw. Antennas Propax., Vol. 145, No. 3, June 1998
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( e = 0.5,Er, = 4, major semiaxis = 5 b ) ; 1

2 "21,
~
~

IpPo" XI,

Let us denote 8poand Hpo" the field contributions
radiated by the current distributions (IT$',
&fT$') and
(jT$", &f$$"), respectiv2ly. In Fig. S,+continuous and
dashed lines represent I f f p o '
. .? and IHpo" 21, respectively, as a function of the z axis. A full lens (without
ground plane) is considered, with eccentricity e = 0.5,
(E,, = 4), and major semiaxis 5il, (
il,= free-space wavelength), which is fed by a half-wavelength resonant
magnetic source oriented along 2. It is apparent that
IHrv . 21 is concentrated around the upper focus of the
ellipse, whereJhe caustic of singly reflected rays occurs.
In contrast, (Hpo" 21 is concentrated around the feedfocus F, which is the point caustic of the doubly
245
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reflected rays. At the same point F1, IjiPo . 21 is negligible, due to the fact that here the PO currents relevant
to singly reflected rays @ve incoherent contributions.
This demonstrates that IHpO" 21 dominates in calculating the input admittance of the anteqna. It is worth
noting that a local selective minimum IHpo 21 occurs
at the upper focus F2, that can be attributed to the
presence of Brewster angles of tke incicJent field.
Indeed, the field contributions of ( J F g , M T g ) from
portions of the ellipse above and below the Brewster
point BT2possess opposite signs due to the intrinsic
nature of the reflection coefficients (see Fig. 4). This
provides a partial cancellation of the field that produces at the caustic point a local inversion of trend in
the global increase of the cau_stic field. This same
behaviour does not occur for IHpo" . 21 close to F1,
since rlI(Po') x rlI(P")always possesses the same sign
over the total integration domain (Fig. 4).
Fig. 6 2hows the amplitude and phase of the contribution IHpo . 21 when the observation point moves
along the x axis (the axis that contains the slot). As
expected, the field is concentrated on the slot zone.
This also confirms the validity of assuming the ground
plane to be infinite. Furthermore, both amplitude and
phase are almost uniform along the slot.

radiation integral that defines spa' at the slot does not
have relevant oscillations (owing to the presence of the
caustic), so that the numerical integration does not
require extensive effort even for a lens of large size in
terms of a wavelen4th. In particular, inside the
integral that define Hpo" a multiplying phase factor
exp(- j 4 , t - d ~b)
~ occurs, where b is the length of the
major semiaxis. This simply derives from the fact that
the total path of each doubly reflected ray is exactly 4b,
as can be deduced from simple geometrical considerations. This factor ensures the dependence of Ypo on
the frequency, as will be shown in the results of Fig. 7.
This shows the real and imaginary part of the input
admittance calculated via eqn. 6 as a function of the
major semiaxis of the lens expressed in dielectric wavelengths. These results are obtained by assuming the
length of the slot equal to A(2d(~,~
+ ~ , ~ ) / 2the
) ; magnetic current &(x, y ) that simulates the slot has been
forced to be cosinusoidal in x (with nulls at the ends)
and uniform in y . Two situations have been considered
= 4 (quartz), and
in Fig. 7, corresponding to E , ~=
= E , ~= 11.7 (silicon). Although in practical applications the dielectric constant of the lower medium is E , ~
= 1, the situations that are proposed allow illustration
of the principle, while retaining simplicity. Both the
conductance and the susceptance have been normalised
to values that the conductance go assumes at resonance
for an infinite homogeneous dielectric; namely go =
0.81 x 10-2Q-1 (yo = l/go = 123Q) for
= 4 and go =
2.37 x 10-2Q-1 (yo = I/go = 42Q) for E , ~ = 11.7. It is
found that the input impedance exhibits oscillations
with a period of a quarter of dielectric wavelength, as
expected.
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5

Input admittance

The method discussed in the previous section allows
prediction of the input admittance Y& of the antenna
from

Yznp = Yl + Yz
where Y, is the admittance of the magnetic source 6 ( x ,
y ) when radiating in the_region i = 1, 2. In eqn. 7 S is
the slot surface, and H , is the field radiated by, the
magnetic source in region i. The calculation of H2 is
accomplished by using the Green's function of a homogeneous grounded dielectric half-space with constant
E , ~The magnetic field
is calculated by superimposing the incident field radiated by 2 into a homogeneous, grounded dieiectric medium of constant E ~and
~ ,
the contribution Hpo' of the currents relevant to the
doubly reflected rays. Obviously, to account for the
ground plane, the image principle can be applied so
that the various radiation integrals always use the
Green's function of a fully homogeneous medium. Furthermore, it should be noted that the integrand of the
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Concluding remarks

An efficient method for calculating the field inside the
dielectric lens of a millimetre wave antenna has been
presented, which is based on radiation of the PO currents associated with singly and doubly reflected rays.
As expected, the PO contribution of the doubly
reflected ray currents is dominant in describing the
input impedance, according to the geometrical evidence
by which all rays emanating from a focal source exactly
return to the starting point after a double reflection at
the lens surface. Consequently, the perturbation of the
lens on the input impedance may be non-negligible. It
is worth noting also that when a quarter wavelength
matching layer is used (i.e. for a silicon lens (E, = 11.7))
[l, 51, the correct design should impose a tapered proIEE Pvoc.-Microw. Antennas Propug., Vol. 145, No. 3, June 1998
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file of layer thickness, which is not a straightforward
matter for millimetre-wave technology. Consequently, a
residual mismatch also occurs when using a matching
layer. In these cases also, the method proposed here
can provide a useful tool for the proper design of the
input impedance in terms of both matching level and
bandwidth.
The analysis performed in this paper suggests that
the most important zone of the lens surface to be
matched by a layer, is that located close to the maximum perimeter of the lens, where the primary rays
impinge on the lens surface under critical angle (i.e.
with maximum amplitude of the reflection coefficient).
In contrast, the zone close to the vertex of the ellipse is
associated with rays that undergo a second reflection at
the ground plane and are not refocused at the primary
source. Therefore, this region is not critical, at variance
with what occurs in parabolic antennas, in which vertex
plates are commonly used to reduce feed mismatching.
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